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YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 

 
ITEM 10   

  
  
Date: 29 June 2021 
  
  
Report: YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK LOCAL PLAN 2023-2040 

HOUSING STRATEGY 
 

 

Purpose of the report 
 
1. To recommend options for developing housing policy as part of the review of the Local 

Plan. 
 

Recommendation  
 
2. That the Authority: 

a) sets a housing target of a minimum of 50 dwellings completed per year and 
plans to meet this primarily through site allocations (and existing permissions); 

b) creates a single new National Park ‘Settlement Hierarchy’, allowing housing 
sites to be allocated in ‘local service centres’ and ‘large villages’ (Annex A);  

c) identifies small settlements that could accommodate one or two homes as an 
exception to the policy of focusing housing delivery in the larger service 
settlements (Annex A); 

d) uses development boundaries as the means for supporting future ‘windfall’ 
housing, establishing new boundaries in the extension area and reviewing 
existing boundaries with the objective of including some more opportunity for 
new housing in local service centres and large villages. 

e) requires a range of house sizes across each site by setting a minimum site 
density, but does not impose a maximum dwelling size; and, 

f) subject to Members’ decision on b) above, agrees to officers taking further steps 
to encourage potential housing sites to come forward in some of the ‘local 
service centres’.   

 

Strategic Planning Framework 
 
3. The information and recommendations contained in this report are consistent with the 

Authority’s statutory purposes and its approved strategic planning framework: 

 Corporate Plan 2021-22 
Objective 34: Work with neighbouring authorities to produce a single, updated Local 
Plan for the whole of the National Park by 2023, which will help achieve the vision 
and objectives in the National Park Management Plan. 
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Background 
 
4. To date there have been three public consultations on the new Local Plan: 

a) Consultation No. 1 – Setting the agenda established the issues which should 
be addressed by the new Plan.  

b) Consultation No. 2 – Exploring our options: Ambitions asked how ambitious 
the Plan should be in terms of its vision, housing target, low-carbon goals and 
supporting on-farm development. At the Authority Meeting in December 2020, 
Members agreed that the new Local Plan should adopt the same vision used in 
the Management Plan and indicated support for low carbon development, less-
intensive, nature-friendly farming and a relatively ambitious housing target. 

c) Consultation No. 3 – Exploring our options: Building new homes focused on 
where new housing should be located. It was split into two sections: Part 1, on 
spatial and housing strategy and Part 2, on housing development capacity 
incorporating a ‘Call for Sites’.  69 responses were received and 90 sites have 
been submitted. Annex B contains a summary of the consultation responses.  

 
5. In May 2021 Members held a Policy Development Forum to consider the response to 

consultation and discussed options for five areas of housing policy: housing target; 
spatial strategy; smaller settlements; ‘windfall development’; and housing size.  The 
remainder of this report addresses each of these areas of housing policy in turn.  Annex 
C provides a sustainability appraisal of the recommended options. 

 

Housing target 
 
6. Current strategy. The current Local Plan sets a target of 55 dwellings per annum 

(dpa) in the pre-2016 National Park.  The National Park Management Plan includes an 
indicative target of 67 dpa for the extended National Park. Currently, new housing in 
the Park is a mixture of ‘windfall’ development and allocated sites.  
 

7. Recommendation. That the housing target should be a minimum of 50 dwellings dpa.  
This would equate to 850 new homes over that period, equivalent to 6.5% of the 
current housing stock.  It is recommended that the Plan should aim to meet the target 
primarily through a planned and deliverable supply of allocated sites (as well as 
planning permissions that have already been granted).  ‘Windfall’ housing - typically 
small-scale ‘infilling’ within settlements, together with the conversion of traditional 
buildings - will provide additional supply and support the Plan in the event that the 
allocated sites are developed more slowly than expected. 

 
8. Justification. The most up to date evidence is from the Strategic Housing Market 

Assessment (Arc4, 2019).  It recommends 50 dpa as a number sufficient to prevent 
depopulation and avoid the projected drop in the number of households living in the 
Park.  50 dpa would also slow the relative rate of increase in the Park’s elderly 
population.  Whilst there is some support for a higher target, it would run the risk of 
being unrealistic and could then undermine the Local Plan, leading to ‘planning by 
appeal’ with decisions made without local representation.  

 
  

https://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2020/03/YDNP-National-Park-2019-SHMA-Final-Report.pdf
https://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2020/03/YDNP-National-Park-2019-SHMA-Final-Report.pdf
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Spatial strategy 
 
9. Current strategy. The current local plans focus new housing into ‘local service 

centres’ and ‘large villages’ that offer at least some facilities.  
 

10. Recommendation. That there is one single National Park Settlement Hierarchy that 
covers the whole of the National Park.  It is further recommended that housing sites are 
allocated in both ‘local service centres’ and ‘large villages’ with services, where suitable 
sites are available.  

 
11. Justification. The new Local Plan should aim to locate development in the most 

sustainable places in terms of access to services.  Maintaining a tiered hierarchy that 
categorises settlements according to specified criteria (e.g. size, services, accessibility) 
– albeit slightly different from the current hierarchy in Eden and South Lakeland - will 
continue to determine which are the most suitable locations for new build housing. The 
actual distribution of allocated sites will be steered by the availability of sites received 
during the recent call for sites. New housing will be contained within site allocations 
and through the identification of housing development boundaries to prevent sprawl or 
the coalescence of villages.  

 
Smaller settlements 
 
12. Current strategy. In the pre-2016 National Park area new build housing is not 

permitted in settlements below the level of ‘large villages’ (i.e. in those that contain 
fewer than 40 properties and have little or no service provision).  The local plans that 
cover the extension area do, however, permit some flexibility for new build housing in 
smaller settlements than this. 

 
13. Recommendation.  That the new Local Plan should permit new housing in ‘small 

settlements’. Annex A contains a proposed list of small settlements containing a 
coherent group of at least 20 properties.  It is recommended that these should still be 
regarded as exceptions to the overall approach of focusing housing growth in the more 
accessible local service centres and large villages. It is, therefore, proposed that new 
build opportunities in these smaller settlements should be carefully controlled (in terms 
of the volume, scale and type of housing permitted).  Detailed proposals on the latter 
will be brought to Members at a future meeting. 

 
14. Justification. Small amounts of housing located in the smaller settlements will score 

positively against the sustainability indicators for economy and community vibrancy but 
negatively in terms of generation of traffic movements and carbon emissions.  This 
policy change will, however, reflect the changing digital geography of the Park which is 
allowing more residents to work from home. In relation to the overall housing strategy, 
adding small settlements to the hierarchy and potentially permitting one or two new 
homes in each is likely to have a small impact. The main risk would be to landscape 
character if careful controls are not applied. Sensitivity and scale will be key to 
implementation and will require careful consideration as the Local Plan progresses to 
the next stage, including the drawing of development boundaries around each.  Further 
consideration will also need to be given to the tenure of housing permitted in small 
settlements to ensure that it yields sufficient local community benefit to justify the 
relaxation in policy. 
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Windfall development 
 
15. Current strategy. In the pre-2016 National Park, the Local Plan permits new build 

housing within housing development boundaries drawn around ‘local service centres’ 
and ‘large villages’.  The Eden and South Lakeland Local Plans do not define such 
boundaries but have a policy of allowing ‘infill’ and ‘rounding off’ development. 

 
16. Recommendation. That the criteria that determine where the housing development 

boundaries are drawn are reviewed with an objective of providing additional flexibility 
for small new sites in and on the edge of local service centres and large villages. This 
will require a review of existing boundaries and the drawing of new boundaries for 
relevant settlements in Eden, Lancaster and parts of South Lakeland.  
 

17. Justification. It is better to manage flexibility for new windfall housing through the 
Local Plan process.  Development boundaries are a concept which is familiar to most 
National Park communities and bring greater consistency and certainty for applicants, 
landowners and communities. They are also effective in enabling the identification of 
affordable Rural Exception Sites.  Amending the existing boundaries where possible 
will create opportunities for new housing, but there may be a need for a more cautious 
approach to such opportunities in drawing new boundaries for the small settlements.  

 
Housing size 
 
18. Current strategy. The current YDNPA Local Plan sets a minimum site density but 

does not specifically limit the size of new housing.  The earlier 2006 Local Plan set a 
maximum dwelling size of 90 m2 in an attempt to deliberately increase the supply of 
smaller and medium size homes in the Park. The Eden Local Plan has a dwelling size 
limit of 150m2 in small villages and hamlets. 

 
19. Recommendation. That a range of house sizes should be required so as to help meet 

the needs identified in the Housing Market Assessment 2019 (Annex D).  It is 
recommended that a minimum density, most likely 35 dwellings per hectare, should be 
set out in the new Plan.  A maximum house size is not recommended.   
 

20. Justification. A mix of house sizes is essential to deliver a range of homes for single 
people, couples and older people as well as larger family dwellings.  The ability to 
continue to provide some larger open market homes on allocated sites is useful 
because this can help cross subsidise affordable housing.  The size of new affordable 
housing will be dictated by national standards; discount-on-sale and the Government’s 
new ‘First Homes initiative, for instance, are likely to have price caps to prevent them 
from becoming unaffordable on resale.  
 

 
Peter Stockton 
Head of Sustainable Development 
 
16 June 2021 
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Proposed Settlement Hierarchy for the Yorkshire Dales Local Plan 2023 - 2040 
 

Local Service Centres  

The local service centres inside and on the edge of the Park provide schools, food 
shopping, visitor facilities and general practice health care. They command large 
catchments and act as hubs for tourism, jobs and business activity. They usually 
have some form of public transport connecting them to larger towns further away.  
The new local plan settlement hierarchy proposes two criteria to identify local service 
centres in the context of the National Park: 

 seven or more of the nine key community services (secondary school, 
primary school, shop selling everyday essential items, public house, health 
centre, town/village hall, bank, permanent cashpoint, repair/fuel garage); 

 a definable core of at least 500 Royal Mail addresses1. 
 
An exception to these criteria has been made in the case of Reeth because 
consultation has indicated strong support for its identification as Swaledale’s local 
service centre. 
 
Large villages 

Below the local service centres are the large villages which offer primary schools, 
shops, pubs and village halls. In the National Park these tend to be compact 
groupings dispersed along the sides of the larger dales or more open settings in the 
case of the Eden villages.  Many large villages still have capacity for new housing 
either on gap sites, through conversion of existing buildings or possibly through the 
development of small sites on their periphery. Their criteria are: 

 an identifiable core of 40 Royal Mail addresses AND 

 EITHER at least one key service (a school, village hall/institute, shop selling 
everyday items or pub) OR close proximity (1.6km) to a town  

 
Small settlements  

Smaller villages and hamlets are generally not regarded as sustainable places for 
planned housing growth but some could have capacity for very small scale managed 
‘windfall’ development. At the Policy Development Forum in May Members 
discussed the option of including them in the Local Plan settlement hierarchy. This 
was a response to the view of the majority of consultees who felt this might benefit 
remoter rural communities and provide a better spread of housing across the extent 
of the National Park. Nonetheless, there is a need to tightly control the numbers of 
new homes in these locations so that there remains a clear focus on providing the 
vast majority of housing in places with the best capacity and access to services. As a 
result, it is suggested that the threshold for small settlements be set at 20 Royal Mail 
addresses in a coherent identifiable core, with no requirement for the settlement to 
have services locally. A housing development boundary will be drawn around this 
settlement core to ensure that opportunity for new build is carefully controlled.  

                                            
1 Address Base Plus data – we have used this data because it is not possible to accurately monitor populations 
at the level of individual settlements and it provides a consistent methodology across the whole National Park 
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District Sub-area Local service centres Large villages 
 

Small settlement  

Craven Ribblesdale & 
Chapel-le-Dale 

Ingleton2 
Settle/Giggleswick 
 

Austwick 
Clapham 
Horton-in-Ribblesdale 
Langcliffe 
Long Preston 
Stainforth 

Stackhouse 
 

Wharfedale, 
Littondale, 
Langstrothdale & 
Malhamdale 

Grassington/Threshfield 
Skipton 
Gargrave 

Airton/Scosthrop 
Appletreewick 
Arncliffe 
Bolton Abbey/Bolton Bridge 
Buckden 
Burnsall 
Cracoe 
Eastby 
Embsay 
Hebden 
Hetton 
Kettlewell 
Kirkby Malham 
Linton 
Malham 
Starbotton  
Stirton/Thorlby 

Beamsley 
Calton 
Conistone 
Hawkswick 
Kilnsey 
Linton Falls 
Litton 
Rylstone 
Skirethorns 
 

                                            
2 Settlements in italics are outside the Park or where the core of the settlement is split by the Park boundary  
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Richmondshire Swaledale & 
Arkengarthdale 

Reeth 
Richmond 
 

Fremington 
Grinton 
Gunnerside 
Hudswell 
Langthwaite 
Low Row/Feetham 
Muker 

Healaugh 
Keld 
Marrick 
Marske 
Thwaite 

Wensleydale, 
Bishopdale & 
Coverdale 

Hawes/Gayle 
 
 

Askrigg  
Aysgarth 
Bainbridge 
Burtersett 
Carlton  
Carperby 
East Witton 
Newbiggin (Bishopdale) 
Thoralby 
Thornton Rust 
West Burton 
West Witton 

Appersett 
Breconbar 
Castle Bolton 
Hardraw 
Horsehouse 
Melmerby 
Sedbusk 
Swinithwaite 
West Scrafton 
Woodhall  
Worton 

South Lakeland 
& 
Lancaster 

Dentdale, 
Garsdale, 
Rawthey Valley & 
Lunesdale 

Sedbergh 
Kirkby Lonsdale 

Barbon 
Casterton 
Dent 
Leck 
Millthrop 

Gawthrop 
Ireby 
Kearstwick 
 

Eden Mallerstang, 
Upper Lunesdale 
& Westmorland 
Dales 

Tebay 
Kirkby Stephen 

Crosby Garrett 
Crosby Ravensworth 
Great Asby 
Maulds Meaburn 
Nateby 
Newbiggin on Lune 
Orton 
Ravenstonedale/Coldbeck 

Gaisgill 
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Summary of responses to Consultation No. 3 - Exploring our options: Building new 
homes 

 
 
Housing target 

 
 
 
Spatial strategy 
 
11. Is there a better way 
to apportion housing 
across the Local Plan 
area ? 

Alternative methods for apportioning housing could be based 
on existing housing share, existing population, supply of local 
jobs, landscape capacity or local priority needs, such as 
affordable housing or homes for elderly people. It was felt 
that constant monitoring of house building outside of the Park 
is essential to housing distribution within it. Some felt that 
strict apportionment should not rule out genuinely sustainable 
development schemes which would deliver other equally 
important objectives, including more development on rural 
estates.  
 

2. Are there better 
criteria to categorise 
Towns and Large 
Villages in the Dales? 

Access to services was considered crucial though some felt 
the services criteria should be revisited, for example 
replacing banks with ATMs, considering access to public 
transport and taking account of services shared across 
settlements. Landscape capacity and settlement capacity 
were felt to be key controls of where development should be 
focused. It was suggested that open countryside should be 
defined where no housing would be permitted. Some 
respondents raised the point that most Local Plans use a 
three, rather than a two-tier settlement hierarchy. It was 
argued that Reeth retain its town status as it the hub for 
Swaledale and contains a high percentage of the sub area 
population. The point was made that new census data may 
alter the status of some settlements.  
 

7. Which of the three 
options is the most 
appropriate housing 
target for the Local 
Plan between 2023 
and 2040? 

Respondents showed a preference for 50-70 dpa figure. Some 
felt a target of 70 would be necessary to secure at least 50, 
while others would prefer a capacity-led maximum figure. 
Additional points were raised on excluding windfall development 
from the target and strengthening second home controls to 
ensure new dwellings are permanently occupied.   
 

8. Is there any other 
good evidence to 
support an alternative 
realistic target? 

The majority chose one of the targets offered, with some 
rejecting a strategic approach in favour of highly localised 
housing need targets. An opposing standpoint was that 
population growth should be job-led rather than housing-led, as 
the alternative would be more people commuting out of the Park 
to work. Some were in favour of higher housing target to 
combat agricultural decline while others felt a high target was 
unnecessary given the number of outstanding uncompleted 
permissions. 
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3. Are there any 
additional small 
settlements that should 
qualify as a service 
village because they 
function as part of a 
cluster of settlements 
offering joint services? 

The following clusters were proposed: Bolton castle; Reeth, 
Fremington, Grinton, Gunnerside and Healaugh; Nateby and 
Kirkby Stephen; Garsdale, Cowgill, Hardraw, Apperset 
Countersett and Stalling Busk; Stirton with Thorlby. 
 
 
 

9. Should the housing 
target be equally 
apportioned in relation 
to settlement size and 
services within each sub 
area, or should it be 
unequally apportioned 
so that growth is more 
concentrated in 
particular settlements?  
 
12. Should the Local 
Plan aim to grow new 
housing and 
employment activity in 
Sedbergh, 
Grassington/Threshfield 
and Hawes/Gayle at a 
disproportionately 
higher level than their 
settlement size ? 

The majority felt that development should be focused in 
places that have the best level of services and connectivity, 
though there is an argument that growth should be ensured 
in key villages as well as towns. Sedbergh and Reeth were 
proposed as foci for growth, though the availability of sites 
was believed to be a central consideration. It was felt that If 
larger settlements desire growth that should be given weight. 
 
Some respondents suggested that site capacity, housing 
demand and economic development would be more crucial 
factors than settlement size. Several respondents made a 
strong case for prioritising brownfield land.  
 

 
Smaller settlements 
 
4. Should there be 
flexibility to permit new 
homes outside of the 
two tiers of towns and 
larger villages in Table 
3? 
 
10. Should a fixed 
proportion of new 
housing be distributed 
to sites below the level 
of towns and large 
villages listed in Table 5 
(i.e. to smaller villages, 
hamlets and other 
remoter locations)? 
 

A mixture of strong views were submitted but the majority felt 
that new housing should be allowed outside of the two-tiers 
to support community viability. While some respondents felt 
that new housing should be used to serve the agriculture and 
tourism industries others felt that it should only be used to 
meet local housing needs, especially for affordable housing. 
It was generally felt that new housing in small settlements 
should be carefully sited to avoid harm and protected from 
becoming second homes. Some respondents felt that new 
homes should only be allowed on the site of former 
dwellings.  
 

5. Should this be as an 
exception to policy for 
the purpose of 
addressing specific 
local housing needs, or 

The majority of respondents felt that housing in smaller 
settlements should be targeted to meet local needs and 
contribute to the overall housing target. Suggestions were 
made for an upper, unfixed limit for housing in smaller 
settlements (an expectation as opposed to a prescriptive 
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should it be a deliberate 
part of the Local Plan 
strategy to deliver part 
of the annual housing 
target? 

target) and for a proportion to be dedicated towards meeting 
local needs to avoid the creation of second homes. There 
was concern that apportioning a figure would be at odds with 
settlement character and organic development. It was 
suggested that extra hierarchy categories could be introduce 
where new housing would be considerably limited.  
 

 
 
Windfall development 
 
24.  What do you think 
is the best technique 
for controlling where 
small scale ‘windfall’ 
housing development 
can be located – is it 
drawing boundaries on 
a map or using 
criteria? 

The majority of respondents supported a criteria-based 
approach. Some respondents made the case for a blended 
solution using development boundaries in some areas and 
criteria elsewhere. Others pointed out that accepted 
development control criteria such as siting, design and open 
and development boundaries are not mutually exclusive. 
 
Supporters of criteria felt that boundaries had restricted 
housing too much in the past and criteria would provide more 
flexibility and more scope for windfall development. Some 
respondents felt that boundaries were not suitable for 
dispersed settlements.  
 
Supporters of development boundaries felt that, while not 
perfect, these were the best way of protecting open spaces 
and open countryside and brought clarity and certainty to 
decision making. It was felt that criteria would encourage more 
speculative proposals. There was concern that removing 
boundaries could have an inflationary effect on land prices and 
lessen the chance of Rural Exception Sites being brought 
forward for affordable housing due to hope value. Some 
respondents felt that a boundary approach would enable a 
wider range of affordable development options. Many 
respondents felt that looser boundaries would allow more 
scope for both planned and windfall development.  
 
 

25. If drawing 
boundaries is your 
preferred approach: 
Do the boundaries that 
are currently mapped 
provide appropriate 
opportunities for 
infilling without 
allowing settlements 
to expand too freely? If 
not, how and where 
would you redraw 
them? Are there 
particular small plots 
of land that should be 

Requests for boundaries to change were made for Low Row 
and Feetham, Bolton Abbey, Embsay, Askrigg, Clapham, Dent, 
Grassington, Hudswell, Reeth, Sedbergh and Linton Falls.    
 
Request for boundaries to not change were made for Austwick. 
Barbon, Casterton, Crosby Garrett, Crosby Ravensworth, 
Great Asby, Orton, Ravenstonedale, Linton, Grinton and 
Sedbergh. 
 
Respondents felt that development boundaries should take into 
account settlement character, landscape setting and proximity 
to national and internationally designated site boundaries. 
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embraced by the 
boundaries? 
 

26. If you’d prefer a 
criteria-based 
approach:   What 
should the criteria be? 
How do we ensure that 
the criteria strike a 
balance between 
providing opportunity 
of small scale housing 
in and around 
settlements, without 
allowing the loss of 
too much garden land, 
important views etc? 

A range of criteria were suggested, including: 
 

 good access to services with spare capacity 

 can be accommodated by the capacity of existing or 
planned infrastructure 

 incorporates low carbon design 

 in a location which promotes walking/cycling 

 good access to public transport 

 accessible from existing highway 

 good connectivity to outlying settlements 
 

 preserves or enhances the landscape 

 no detrimental impact on biodiversity or geodiversity 

 will not lead to the loss of important views 

 outside floodzones 
 

 reflects existing built form and character 

 provides an organic level of growth which respects the host 
settlement’s historic development 

 adjacent to existing built up area and not remotely situated 

 on the periphery of the settlement, maintaining excellent 
design principles if in a gateway position 

 screens existing poor-quality development which detracts 
from the character or appearance of the settlement or area 

 does not encroach onto other people’s gardens or buildings 

 does not lead to coalescence of settlements 
 

 is a brownfield site 

 is on land that has been disused for minimum five years 

 meets local demand 

 small in scale (five houses or less) 

 strict housing density and built land ratios 
 

 would not conflict with any other policies of the plan 
 
It was suggested that criteria should tested first before 
implementation, so that potential outcomes could be 
considered against the statutory purposes and Local Plan 
objectives. This should include an examination of the existing 
plans for Eden District Council, Lancaster City Council and 
South Lakeland District Council. 
 

27. Is it better to allow 
small extensions to 
the settlement edge, 
rather than 
concentrate 
development within 
the existing built up 

Some respondents favoured allowing small extensions to the 
settlement edge. It was felt that the development boundaries 
are currently too tightly drawn, meaning that building on small 
plots feels like over development and there is too much 
pressure on gardens to provide building plots.  Some 
supported an infill-first policy, allowing extensions once all infill 
opportunities had been exhausted. It was generally felt that this 
decision came down to the characteristics of individual 
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confines of the 
settlement? 

settlements. Linear or dispersed settlements, for instance, 
might accommodate limited outward expansion.  
 
Some respondents felt that extensions would be inappropriate 
due to the special historic quality of Dales villages and warned 
against considering infill or rounding off automatically. Some 
respondents would only support building on brownfield sites. 
 

 
Housing size 
 
15. Do you think the 
Local Plan should 
restrict the type and 
size of new housing 
built? 

A mixture of views were received. Support was given for the 
local occupancy clause, a new permanent residency clause, 
affordable homes and carbon neutral passive homes as well 
as unrestricted market housing to allow high standards of 
design and innovation. Some support for size restricted 
housing to retain affordability, with 100m2 suggested.  
 

13. Do you think that 
the range of bedroom 
sizes and dwelling 
types recommended in 
para 7.3 and 7.4 sounds 
about right ? 

General support for a range of sizes. Point made that 
increasing sufficient space to support home working will be 
required. Alternative accessible for of housing to replace 
bungalows which were felt to be an inefficient use of land.  
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Sustainability appraisal of recommended options 
 
The table below outlines the five recommended housing strategy options and assigns an indicative ‘score’ against the 13 sustainability objectives. 
The score identifies the potential impact against each objective and is represented by the following symbols: 
 
++    an overall significant positive impact  
+ an overall positive impact 
0 an overall neutral impact  

- an overall negative impact  
- - an overall significant negative impact  
≈ no relationship or link 
 

. Recommended option Sustainability objectives  
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Housing target 

- 50 completed dwellings per annum. 

 

0/+ - 0/- 0/- 0/- + 0 0/+ 0/+ + 0/+ - 0/- 

Spatial strategy 

- allocate housing sites in local service 

centres and large villages with services  

0/+ - 0/- 0/- 0/- + 0 0/+ 0/+ + 0/+ - 0/- 
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Smaller settlements 

Identify small settlements in the 
settlement hierarchy that could 
accommodate one or two affordable 
homes as an exception to the strategy of 
focusing housing delivery in the larger 
service settlements.  

0/+ -/-- 0/- 0/- 0/- + 0 0/- 0/+ + 0/- - 0/- 

Windfall development 

- use development boundaries as the 

means for supporting future windfall 

housing, establishing new boundaries in 

the extension area and reviewing 

existing boundaries with the objective of 

including some more opportunity for new 

housing in local service centres and 

large villages 

0/+ - 0/- 0/- 0/- + 0 0/- 0/+ + 0/- - 0/- 

Housing size 

- requires a range of house sizes across 

each site and sets a minimum site 

density but do not impose a maximum 

dwelling size.  

0/+ - 0/- 0/- 0/- + 0 0/+ 0/+ + 0/+ - 0/- 
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Extract from Strategic Market Housing Assessment 2019 
 
 
In terms of number of bedrooms, the SHMA recommends that the annual mix should 
aim at:  

 

 15% one-bedroom  

 36% two- bedrooms   

 38% three- bedrooms  

 11% four or more-bedroom  

 
In terms of dwelling type the recommendation is: 

 

 55% houses 

 25% flats  

 20% bungalows 

 

The SHMA also identified evidence around the ageing population and levels of 
disability. It recommended that: 
 

 one new dwelling per year be built to Building Regulations M4(3) wheelchair 
accessible standard; and, 

 twenty five percent of new dwellings should be built to M4(2) standard 
 

 

 
 


